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Baseball Card Price Guide
The latest edition of the world's most trusted baseball card price guide. For nearly three
decades Beckett has provided this comprehensive source for checklists and prices of virtually
all major manufacturer baseball card sets. Thousands of new items are included in this new
edition, which covers cards produced from 1887 to present.
Behind closed doors, the real games begin… Winning it big. That's the name of the game at Las
Vegas's Liege Hotel and Casino, where the hottest fantasies hinge on a roll of the dice…and the
tantalizing knowledge that anything could happen before sunrise. Cocktail waitress Carinna
wants a man to tie her up, not tie her down. Little does she know that her most willing partner
yet has something else planned for this fiery Latina bombshell. Dahlia is a burlesque dancer
with a brain for business and a bod for sin. Her latest admirer may be a sweet-talking
Casanova, but despite what he thinks she's not giving anything away free. Meanwhile, Amy
has the perfect plan to rob the Liege Casino blind…until the intimidating owner catches her redhanded. Now she knows she's going to pay…with both pleasure and pain. Professional shill
Cassidy is ready to experience a breathless rendezvous with her "friend with benefits." But
when he proposes five delicious nights of sexy blackjack, the stakes have never been so high.
Lists the values for more than twenty-five thousand baseball cards and card sets, from the
1948 Bowman edition to the 1997 Upper Deck series, including rookie, first cards, and cards of
special interest. Original.
The 22nd edition of the world's most trusted baseball card price guide. A comprehensive
source for checklists and prices of virtually as major manufacturer baseball card sets produced
from the 19th century to the year 2000. Thousands of new items are included in this new
edition!
Offers checklists and pricing for popularly traded baseball card sets from 1909 to present, with
a minor league section covering most products released between 2002 to present.

The latest edition of the world¿s most trusted baseball card price guide. For nearly
three decades, Beckett has provided this comprehensive source for checklists and
prices of virtually all major manufacturer baseball card sets. Thousands of new items
are included in this new edition, which covers cards produced from 1887 to present!
Magic: The Gathering is the world's most played trading card game. Now for the first
time in the game's 25-year history, you can enjoy the only guide on the market to
capture all the magic--and value--of thousands of cards released for MTG. Featuring
165 unique card sets, Magic: The Gathering Cards - The Unofficial Ultimate Collector's
Guide showcases the rarest and most valuable cards on the secondary market,
including an Alpha Black Lotus worth more than $27,000! You'll also find expert tips for
collecting and card investing from one of the world's leading experts in the field of
Magic finance, author Ben Bleiweiss. Whether you enjoy the beauty of Serra Angel, the
power of the master of the mountains of Shiv - Shivan Dragon, or collectability of the
Original Dual Lands, Magic: The Gathering Cards - The Unofficial Ultimate Collector's
Guide is sure to cast a spell on you.
The latest edition of the world's most trusted baseball card price guide. For nearly three
decades now, Beckett has provided this comprehensive source for checklists and
prices of virtually all major manufacturer baseball card sets. Thousands of new items
are included in this new edition, which covers cards produced from 1887 to present!
With attendance at major league ball games on the rise, and interest in modern-era
cards at a high, this is the season for collecting. To help you in this effort, the staff of
Sports Collectors Digest, the voice of the sports collecting hobby, bring you this one-ofPage 1/4
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a-kind baseball card reference. Inside you?ll find listings for 375,000 cards, including
packs and boxes, inserts, parallels and rare variations, from 1981 to the present.
From the baseball card hobby's oldest, most trusted authority, Sport Collectors Digest,
this book represents the most comprehensive coverage of minor league baseball cards
issues from 1909 to 1993 to be found between two covers. Sets include T206 cards,
TCMA, Star Co., ProCards, Zeenuts, Best, Classic Best, SkyBox, Upped Deck, Fleer,
Team issues, and regional issues from the 1940s--1990s. More than 40,000 players are
checklisted, and more than 1,900 team sets are priced in three different grades.
Pre-1980s cards are listed in Near Mint, Excellent and Very Good. Sets issued since
1980 are listed in grades Mint, Near Mint, and Excellent. Dave Platta, a frequent minor
league baseball card contributor to Sports Collectors Digest, provides an overview of
minor league cards, tracing their history from tobacco cards of the early 1900s to the
boom in collecting in the early 1990s, when as many as 10 companies were issuing at
least two team sets.
Find virtually every football card ever produced! In these pages, more than 500,000
football cards are listed and priced and the book includes every important football card
set from 1984 to the present!
One of the most popular books we publish, the Graded Card Price Guide is the choice
of collectors wanting to know the values of their graded and encapsulated cards. This
book includes vintage and modern day graded card pricing for Baseball, Football,
Basketball, Hockey and other sports too. The continued growth in the inductry requires
knowledge of the market, and this book provides that and plenty more!
“A true insider’s perspective on the 2004 Red Sox” and their World Series win, from
the bestselling author of Curse of the Bambino (USA Today). On October 27, 2004, the
Red Sox won their first World Series Championship in eighty-six years—breaking the
infamous Curse of the Bambino and giving diehard fans the thrill of a lifetime.
Reversing the Curse preserves one of the greatest stories in sports history with an
absorbing account of the team—a raggedy lineup of motorcycle-riding, whiskey-drinking
rogues—and the key events that led to their incredible championship victory. A more
epic sports saga could not have been invented: Here we have the curse that began with
Babe Ruth; a team of comeback kids determined to prove their mettle; the perennial
rivalry against the Yankees; and a historic win that was celebrated around the world.
Dan Shaughnessy captures the Sox triumph in all its drama and euphoria with
penetrating insight, a keen sense of history, and unparalleled insider access. With
photographs by the Pulitzer Prize–winning photographer Stan Grossfeld, Reversing the
Curse is the definitive record of a landmark moment in baseball history. “[Shaughnessy
is] adept at capturing the mood, the emotion, the palpable feel of the Boston-New York
showdown.” —The New York Times “In story after story of near-triumph, the book
should delight the team’s most fanatically loyal followers.” —Publishers Weekly
An easy-to-use guide for anyone interested in baseball cards. Over 60,000 alphabetical
listings include the new 1992 rookie players. A color section showing both the front and
back of the card identifies these collectibles throughout the years. Prices are included
for cards in mint, extra fine, and very good condition.
Viral sensation and Emmy Award-winner Leslie Jordan regales fans with entertaining
stories about the odd, funny, and unforgettable events in his life in this unmissable
essay collection that echoes his droll, irreverent voice. When actor Leslie Jordan
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learned he had “gone viral,” he had no idea what that meant or how much his life was
about to change. On Instagram, his uproarious videos have entertained millions and
have made him a global celebrity. Now, he brings his bon vivance to the page with this
collection of intimate and sassy essays. Bursting with color and life, dripping with his
puckish Southern charm, How Y’all Doing? is Leslie doing what Leslie does best:
telling stories that make us laugh and lift our spirits even in the darkest days. Whether
he’s writing about his brush with a group of ruffians in a West Hollywood Starbucks, or
an unexpected phone call from legendary Hollywood start Debbie Reynolds, Leslie
infuses each story with his fresh and saucy humor and pure heart. How Y’all Doing? is
an authentic, warm, and joyful portrait of an American Sweetheart— a Southern Baptist
celebutante, first-rate raconteur, and keen observer of the odd side of life whose quirky
wit rivals the likes of Amy Sedaris, Jenny Lawson, David Rakoff, and Sarah Vowell.
This is the largest and most authoritative baseball card price guide ever publsihed for
modern issues of baseball cards. More than 75,000 cards and over 225,000 values are
listed, giving any user current market prices for their baseball cards.
The only price guide devoted to the cards that actually have value--or soon will. Of the
hundreds of thousands of baseball cards produced, only a fraction will be worth more
than their original issue value. This book is a must for any enthusiast, whether a
beginning collector or a hard-core hobbyist.
The latest edition of the world's most trusted baseball card price guide. For over three
decades, Beckett has provided this comprehensive source for checklists and prices of
virtually all major manufacturer baseball card sets. Thousands of new items are
included in this new edition, which covers cards produced from 1887 to the present!
"The #1 authority on collectibles"--Cover.
Discover the business law and legal environment book you’ll actually enjoy reading.
Time after time, readers like you have commented that this is the most interesting
introduction to law they’ve ever read. Beatty/Samuelson/Abril's BUSINESS LAW AND
THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT, STANDARD EDITION, 9E is packed with current
examples and real scenarios that bring law to life, whether you are a business learner
or practicing professional. This reader-friendly, thorough presentation uses
conversational writing to explain complex topics in easy-to-understand language. The
authors draw from their experience practicing law to offer real stories that illustrate how
legal concepts apply to everyday business practice. This edition also emphasizes
today's digital landscape with new information on privacy and intellectual property. An
updated ethics chapter offers a practical approach, using the latest research to explain
why people make unethical decisions. In addition, an in-depth discussion of executive
compensation contrasts theory with everyday reality. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This is the second edition of the Vintage Pennant Price Guide. It has been updated with
prices and now has over 2,200 baseball and football pennants spanning 348 pages. A
must have for any collector or dealer. This is also available in full color for Kindle or
eBook for desktop or tablet. "The Vintage Pennant Price Guide II is a tremendous
resource for all collectors! Vintage pennants are a difficult area for research. This guide
is comprehensive. It provides illustrations and notes and values for over 2,200
pennants. It is THE guide for this popular area of collecting. The Vintage Pennant Price
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Guide has a permanent place in our reference library." Robert Lifson, President, Robert
Edward Auctions, LLC "Absolutely tremendous resource guide that is a must have for
anyone who ever wants to buy or sell pennants. You did a tremendous job with it and
we look forward to using it for every auction we run!" Josh Wulkan, Vice President,
Huggins and Scott Auctions
A bestseller for ten straight years, Baseball Card Price Guide has sold over one million
copies of the first ten editions.
A manufacturer-by-manufacturer guide to baseball cards lists current prices and
provides tips in collecting them
From simple, posed 1948 photos of a youthful Yogi Berra and Stan Musial to current
action shots of superstars Jose Canseco and Frank Thomas, this price guide offers upto-date information on today's most popular baseball cards. Includes values for more
than 25,000 individual cards. (Collectibles)
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